Let’s \textbf{PLAY} in Reservoir North East!

1. **BE** a tiger, a dragon or a genie with a wand.
2. **RIDE** to the top of this hill on the top of the world.
3. **SET** up a spy game in your lounge room.
4. **ASK** what’s on at this community centre!
5. **MARK** the ball. Jump high and catch.
6. **TICKLE** your teddy and make it laugh.
7. **POWER** your muscles and run super fast.
8. **WRITE** as big as you can with chalk on the ground.
9. **DANGLE** and spin on the clown swing.
10. **BALANCE** blocks to make a tall tower.
11. **TASTE** sweet fruit at a picnic outside.
12. **WATCH** the animals at this farm. How many can you see?
13. **FEEL** the texture of the bark on a tree.
14. **SKATE** kick and push on the path with a friend.

\textbf{Thanks to:} \textit{all} the children, staff and families of the many Primary Schools, Kindergartens, Childcare Centres and playgroups in Darebin who participated in this project; joining in play sessions, drawing pictures of their favourite places to play and sharing their stories.